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       Integrate yourself in the heart of our product data galaxy! 

 

 
 

The Swiss online market leader digitec Galaxus AG manages two online shops in Switzerland, digitec.ch and galaxus.ch, as well as galaxus.de in 

Germany. In the last 5 years, our assortment grew to 3 million active products and we as the operative center in Belgrade have grown from 10 to 270 

employees. However, the most valuable type of growth for us are not the numbers, but the personal development and the knowledge of our employees. 

 

Our team, Product Data Integration Management, is an innovative and openminded team, with awesome technical understanding and skills, with one 

mission – Integrate as much product data as possible! Our team is responsible for the technical integration of the whole galaxy of product data and 

sale offers from our business (B2B) partners from Switzerland, but also the European Union. With this we ensure that regardless of the rapid 

assortment development, we maintain the quality standard of digitec Galaxus high and always provide the best product information and offer 

availability for our customers. 

 

If you are ambitious, tech-savvy, like finding new ways of doing things and enjoy working on projects in a team environment – then you know what 

we are talking about! 
 

 

REQUIREMENTS 

 
Our perfect candidates should bring these competencies with them: 

 

▪ You are fluent in oral and written German and English 

▪ You feel comfortable leading projects directly with B2B partners 

▪ In your career, you had a chance to work independently on various projects and ideally you also have relevant professional experience in the 

field of data management/integration  

▪ You are familiar with file formats such as CSV, TXT, XLSX, XML, as well as data transfer methods such as web service and FTP 

▪ You understand how databases work (SQL) and have a basic understanding of programming languages and preferably had experience with 

common online-store management systems 

▪ As a motivated team player, you proactively contribute with ideas and improvement suggestions 

 

TASKS 

 
Imagine yourself within a young team of helpful, pragmatic, and humorous colleagues, who will give you full support to become the best possible 

individual contributor and have all the know-how and resources needed to complete the following “to-do list”: 

 

▪ Implementation and coordination of technical integrations of b2b partner data into the Digitec Galaxus database 

▪ Configuration and initial setup of interfaces for automated product creation and continuous import of product data and/or offers, in collaboration 

with b2b partners and other internal or external stakeholders 

▪ Technical monitoring of the proper data flow of all existing integrations 

▪ Analysis of the existing assortment and development of methods to enhance it automatically or semi-automatically 

▪ Actively participate in the improvement and development in technical, procedural and operational aspects related to key tasks 

▪ Promote interactive dialogue with internal and external stakeholders, focusing on new technical solutions and commercial opportunities 

 

BENEFITS 

 

Our working environment is based on the following values: cooperative, ambitious, self-reliant, innovative, and piratical, which are firmly anchored 

in an unconventional company culture. 

▪ Flexible working hours 

▪ The 13th month pay 

▪ Private health insurance 

▪ 25 days of paid leave per calendar year 

▪ And much more once you get onboard… 

 

We will help you with your “stalking”. Here is our LinkedIn account and here is the full article about the PDI Management. 

 

INTEGRATION SPECIALIST (GERMAN)│Full time 

https://bit.ly/2YY1aOR
https://www.netokracija.rs/digitec-galaxus-srbija-178372

